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For me group riding is THE way to travel on a bike. Yes, I’ve ridden solo a lot but when you are riding 

with a set of advanced riders two things happen.  

The first is you learn. You see how others ride, their good and some"mes less good moves (nobody is 

perfect). I’m sure most of us have gained as much post-advanced test with the groups as through the 

formal training bit. There’s a confidence that builds as you experience how we all ride to an advanced 

standard. A number of us have 1
st

 passes or Masters, we have over 20 observers: all this makes WHAM 

one of the best groups and it’s great to take advantage of those skills and on our fabulous roads.  

The second aspect of group riding is the shared experiences with a diverse set of riders with a common 

passion.  If you have limited experience of riding in groups then ge#ng used to going in a group takes a 

li$le "me.  But it’s worth it.  

If you are new to group riding speak with me or one of our observers and we’ll introduce you to the 

way we operate our groups. We limit groups to no more than 4, perhaps 5 riders; we ensure the follow-

ing rider doesn’t miss a turning and as your confidence improves you’ll be part of staggered forma"ons 

through urban areas, and more. Our library has our Group Riding Policy h$p://www.wham-

motorcycling.org/library/ 
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Join TEAM WHAM! 

WHAM’s events page shows 5 excellent rides this September beginning with a day ride to the Honey Café 

and Steel Horse Café.  Sunday rides give us all a chance to prac!ce and improve our skills with a sma"er-

ing of banter thrown in over the bacon rolls. If you can’t make the whole day you can simply ride leg 1 or 

legs 1 & 2 then head for home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(my favourite WHAM photo expertly taken by Brian Morgan photo—ed) 

We are also revising our data protec!on in line with IAMRoadsmart policies and GDPR and I would like to 

thank Tony Davis for taking on the role of Group Data Manager. Watch out for emails on this subject. 

At the end of August WHAM is suppor!ng the BMW Owners Club Na!onal Rally through Derek McMullan. 

2 days of ride outs and bike handling based at the Fire College. 

I’m off to Gloucester tomorrow as my Africa Twin has clocked over 24k and needs a service!  

Safe riding 

Ant Clerici 
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IAM Skills Day, Thruxton Circuit, 25.07.18 

I a!ended my first skills day at Thruxton this year, having previously been unable to a!end due to work. 

I have ridden on a track a couple of #mes at Llandow circuit, but never been given any tui#on, so was re-

ally looking forward to learning some new skills on the day. 

I had intended to go into the C group, but a$er a chat with Derek and Del, (lovely to see them there and 

a couple of other WHAM members too) I decided to ride with the B group. 

I chose the lower end of the, ‘least experienced’ in the group as opposed to the upper end with more ex-

perience. 

Our group instructor was Trevor, who rode a Kawasaki Versys, and there were three other lovely people 

in our group: Simon on a Fireblade, Jonathan on a Panigale 1099 and Dan on a Street Triple 675. 

I was really excited and nervous to begin with, and I said that I would like to learn about improving cor-

ner speed. Simon and Dan were quite confident, and Jonathon was a li!le nervous I think-more so be-

cause he didn’t want to damage his bike! 
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On the first session we followed the instructor and each rider went to the front to follow the lines of the 

cones. It was a good calm session feeling comfortable. Steady away!  

In the second session, as with all sessions, the instructor led the first lap-this was very reassuring for eve-

ryone. However! It was now #me for the instructor to follow us one at a #me-eek I was number 1! I did 

my best to get close to the cones and it was always really helpful to see the other riders and instructor on 

the circuit. 

On the third session I think I had a bit of cone obsession and had been aiming for the cones rather than 

following the line, so was trying to flow with the green cones, as I felt happy with the red and yellow cone 

procedure. Also, each session was ge%ng faster and faster so I tried a higher gear than I had been using-

as this was the place to give it a go-but I needed to then go a lot faster not a li'le, to ensure the revs were 

at the op#mum range.  

During lunch the four of us from our group went out to get fuel and sandwiches, and I spo'ed a great 

photo opportunity at the entrance of the circuit, so we took some snaps there. 

The a(ernoon session came and it was overtaking #me! Each lap the instructor followed us one by one. 

The hardest part wasn’t doing the overtakes, but making sure it was a safe place on the circuit! If I’ve re-

membered the areas of the circuit correctly, I found it was easy to plan the overtakes at Village coming 

into Church. I felt like I wanted to overtake coming out of Club into Allard, and a(er reflec#ng, I think that 

this would have been a good place for me. I also had some opportuni#es to overtake between Allard and 

Campbell, but really wasn’t sure about that as there was quite a deep braking area coming up so didn’t go 

for that one this #me around. 

In the fi(h session we were given the op#on to have the instructor follow us or go off and do our own 

laps. I decided to s#ck to the guidance that was on offer as did Jonathan. 

I was aware that I would be very #red mentally and physically from the day, having concentrated on six 20 

minute theory sessions, six 20 minute riding sessions and six 20 minute debriefs. I decided to ride on the 

final session and to my surprise, it was my best session! Each #me I went out I improved on my skill and 

instructor had no#ce that my braking and corner speed were fine on entry, but it seemed I was too cau-

#ous exi#ng the corner before I added more accelera#on. I feel I improved this at the end of the day. 

Simon is heading to the A group next #me and we all said we would meet up again next year. We have 

been sharing Go-Pro footage of the day which has been really useful. It was such a well run day, really 

safe and great fun for us all-can’t wait to go again! 
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Touring the Pyrenees 

by Rob Holliday 

 

Pain and Gain, one of the first things I think about when star"ng to plan ‘almost’ anything but especially 

Bike Tours!! 

 

When I plan a Bike Tour I want to get to the part of the world where I get the best out of riding my bike 

and where I can ride it for as long as possible. 

I'm fortunate that I’m ‘self managed’ which means I can have as long as I can wrangle to go on that tour, 

however the limi"ng factors are, my wife (Who “misses me so much when I'm not there” = no one to walk 

the dog, help with domes"c chores, cook dinner some"mes etc, etc) and my regular riding buddies who 

have ‘proper jobs’ plus the above partner/wife limita"ons and of course balancing their leave availability 

with other commitments that year. All round ‘bit of a nightmare’ 

So the challenge is get to riding heaven as quickly and as easily as possible without it cos"ng the earth, 

the usual issue. 

 

Pain to me is riding long distances was"ng valuable "me on boring Motorways burning fuel, increasing 

wear & tear on my precious bike and ending up with worn and ‘squared tyres’ before I get to my target 

riding area. Add to that the cost of one or two nights in a transit hotel, lunches and dinners, not good val-

ue for money. 

Gain is ge�ng there quickly, in comfort, 

ideally in less !me and arriving having 

spent no more money than the Pain op-

!on plus less worn and non ‘squared 

tyres’ and no wear & tear on the Bike. 

 

So for this years Bike Tour to the Pyre-

nees we took the very civilised and pleas-

ant Bri"any Ferries boat from Ports-

mouth to Santander, a 24hr Port to Port 

trip which removes two days riding down 

France on very boring Autoroutes. 

Straight off the boat you arrive in Biking 

Heaven and Cost Neutral!! WINNER OP-

TION 

 

‘Why’ The Pyrenees? 

The Pyrenees are easy and quick to get to if you use the Ferry, Portsmouth is only 2 or 3 hours from the 

Midlands, taking an evening sailing and planning your trip around the ferry schedules gives 8 days riding 

in France and Spain for just 6/7 days off work if you schedule the weekends into the plan. 

The Pyrenean landscape is really diverse and interes�ng, the mountains are generally lower than the Alps 

which means there’s more green and less high alpine starkness. The riding is through rich pastures and up 

iconic Tour d’France climbs with almost no other traffic.  
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That is unless you go during the 

‘Tour’ (d’France) period when the mountains 

turn into a Mayhem of ac!vity so check your 

dates carefully, same goes for all of August 

when Europe goes on holiday (all of them). 

 

The other really great thing about the Pyre-

nees is the diversity of the roads, the differ-

ence between the French and Spanish sides 

of the mountains is quite remarkable but 

both equally interes!ng, engaging and o#en 

challenging on a Bike. 

 

The French side has lots of !ght winding ‘D’ 

roads linking up and down passes to some-

!mes small rural villages and big and tourist hotspots like Pau, Lourdes and Foix, however the bigger 

towns are easily avoided when you plan your route, to the point where seeing other vehicles is almost a 

novelty. 

 

On the Spanish side there are some truly wonderful fast, 

smooth, twis!ng Mountain roads covered with sweet EC 

funded tarmac but s!ll li$le or no other traffic. 

 

On both sides of the border good value hotels and B & B’s 

can be found quite easily with many having covered park-

ing and all having some private form of parking where 

your Bike can be le# secure overnight. Ask if there’s a gar-

age when you book to reserve a slot otherwise it’s usually 

a first come basis. 

 

Other things to see 

There is a good sca�ering of ‘Crusader Castles’ 

along the French side with the well preserved 

Castle at Foix being one of the most well known. 

Look out for Pilgrims!! there are several routes 

that make up the Camino d’Compostela through 

the Pyrenees with St Jean Pied de Port on the 

French side being a concentra"on point before 

the mountains into Spain. If you end up in a Hos-

tal with a group of Pilgrims they usually have 

great tales to tell, well worth a beer or two to-

gether.  
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The highest passes will be open from mid May un!l early November, Spring gives Alpine flowers, lush 

green alpine meadows and snowy peaks whilst Autumn from mid September delivers autumnal colours as 

the leaves change to compete with des!na!ons anywhere in the world. 

 

Best road without doubt which runs almost con!nually along the Spanish Pyrenees from the Atlan!c to 

the Mediterranean is the totally engaging N260, you just have to ride it to understand why. 

 

Trails, if you are of the ‘Adventure’ persuasion it’s easy to get off the tarmac onto some rela!vely easy 

forest road/trails from the “I just want to go up there and take a look” variety to some serious cross coun-

try stuff on enduro type bikes, there are several ou$its running trail riding excursions with rented bikes 

(use your own pride & joy if you want to risk it) and gear in the Pyrenees, Google is the man to find them 

for you.  

 

Something you might not want to see. 

Andorra, that mys!cal tax free anomaly in the South of France or North of Spain depending on your per-

spec!ve, on every trip to the Pyrenees someone says, “Let’s go through Andorra” it’s another country 

that’s easy to !ck off that “I’ve been all over the place list”. Going back to the Pain v’s Gain equa!on 

again, the scenery in Andorra is no be'er possibly not as good as a lot of other places in the mountains, in 

fact the North South main road through the principality is quite boring but the main reason to ques!on 

the value of going into Andorra is how long it might take you to get out, The border points have such huge 

queues of ‘duty free shoppers’ having their cars pulled to pieces by the Customs guys that it’s o*en a !me 

consuming nightmare to leave. 

I’ve been and got caught up in the mayhem so think about whether that !ck in the box is really worth the 

pain. 

 

Planning your trip 

As always the �me you have  available (never enough) will determine your route and dura�on, if using the 

Santander or Bilbao Ferries their scheduling will be the limi�ng factor. It’s easily possible to do the Atlan-

!c Coast to Mediterranean Coast and back in eight days of diverse and excellent Pyrenean riding with 

hardly any ‘Autopista’ and only using 6.5  days leave from work. 

Be advised though, Bike spaces on the Ferries are VERY limited so early reserva!on is essen!al to secure a 

place. 

 

Varia!ons can include a couple of days in the Picos d’Europa and less in the Pyrenees, however to me 

these des!na!ons warrant two separate trips as trying to do both in one trip devalues each part. 
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Good/Memorable places to stay 

Accomoda!on op!ons are diverse and fairly 

easy to find but not in abundance in the 

mountains so advance booking is essen!al to 

avoid lengthy ‘commutes’ into the bigger 

towns. That said there are some great places 

to stay ‘En Route’ a couple of great places 

both in Spain but at opposite ends of the 

route, 

Cadaques on the Mediterranean coast, a busy 

but pre!y port town with a pebbly beach and 

an abundance of bars and restaurants, a great 

place for an a"ernoon dip in the Med and a 

good night out at the half way point.  

Cadaques also provides easy access to the 

eastern end of the N260 running westwards 

back to your return Ferry. 

 

 

 

 

 

San Sebas#án/Dones#a  on the Basque Coast just South of 

the French border buzzes with excitement and a cosmo-

politan vibe, we use it for our last night on tour stopover, 

it’s like a scaled down Barcelona, a great place to celebrate 

a wonderful trip through the Pyrenees. 

 

Things to consider/look out for 

Sheep, like Wales there are sheep about and they don’t 

see as much traffic as the Welsh ones so even more stu-

pid! plus they don’t understand what you are shou#ng at 

them either!!!! 

Rain, the Pyrenees are lovely and green and a pleasure to 

ride through and look at but it’s the rain that makes them 

so, high summer it’s quite dry but in shoulder seasons 

when it rains it does it properly, take the right gear. 

Having said that, the closer you get to the Mediterranean 

side the drier (and ho$er) it ‘usually’ gets. 
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Taking the Ferry?? 

The Bri!any boats are well equipped and very comfortable, a ‘smooth’ crossing is a real relaxing pleasure 

and a great start to your Holiday, if it’s rough the stabilisers on the big new boats do a great job but it can 

be taxing if you suffer from travel sickness. (back to Pain v’s Gain I suppose) 

There’s quite a lot to do en route with restaurants bars and a cinema, during our last trip there was an 

interes"ng Seminar on Dolphins followed by an outside deck Dolphin Spo#ng session hosted by a pair of 

Bri$any Ferries sponsored Marine Ecology students, wonderful animals. (The Dolphins) 

 

Not using the Ferry and have plenty of "me to spare, then an extended trip through France is an excellent 

choice there are too many op"ons to detail here but some research will give lots of interes"ng and di-

verse choices. 

 

Would I do the Pyrenees again? Yes, any"me. Would I use the Ferry? Yes, every "me. 

 

Have a great trip. 

 

If you want to discuss Tour Op"ons or maybe join a Tour I’m organising drop me a line on: 

 robholliday@me.com or call me on 07802 760245 for details or advice.  
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‘You shouldn’t show a break light’, my old associate said!  

 

 

Thruxton IAM skills day July 2018 

Talking to a member of my group a�er the first session on the track; I was the instructor for the group, 

we were discussing breaking and to my surprise he s!ll thought ‘not showing’ a brake light was the cre-

den!als of an advanced rider.  

The interes!ng thing was he was also a member of WHAM, his comments were even more of a surprise 

for me because, I was his observer several years ago. A"er reassuring him that I would not have in-

structed him to use his gears as breaks and thus not show break lights I was interested to hear that he 

thought everyone did the same! and this could be seen on Sunday ride outs. 

In the past some members within the club and the IAM in general there was a misconcep!on that not 

showing a break light was the creden!als of a good advanced rider this, I believe came from an over-

used and misquoted line in roadcra" which said, ‘an advanced rider uses his breaks less’.  
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Gear boxes are more expensive to replace than brake pads I reminded him. Using accelerator sense to 

slow down can be used in some situa!ons but it does not mean you are not an advanced rider if you 

show a break light to slow down. 

Using good observa!on will iden!fy hazards early and accelerator sense can some!mes be used, how-

ever, the use of the breaks is the most effec!ve way to slow the bike down. 

Let’s look at the difference between accelerator sense and our use of gears, firstly what is accelerator 

sense.  

Accelera�on sense 

Accelera�on sense is the ability to vary machine speed and response to the changing road and traffic 

condi�ons by accurate use of the thro!le, so that you use the ‘brakes less’ or not at all.  

‘Using your breaks less’ does not mean use your gears to slow down 

There is a misconcep�on that; by not using your break lights mean you are an advanced rider. Remem-

ber ‘Gears are for going, breaks are for slowing’. 

Using the gears 

The way you use your gears can make or mar your riding. Correct use of the gears depends on accurate-

ly matching the engine speed through the chosen gear to the road speed and using the clutch and 

thro!le precisely. This will give you smooth gear changes and greater stability. Avoid selec�ng a lower 

gear instead of the brakes to slow the machine down (pages 35 & 104 within Roadcra") 

Braking and changing gear 

The sequen�al gearbox on a bike does not allow intermediate gears to be missed when changing up or 

down. When speed is lost through braking, mul�ple changing down of gears is o!en required. There are 

two techniques which can be used to do this: 

During the later stages of braking, hold in the clutch lever and change down the gears un�l the ap-

propriate lower gear is selected, then release the clutch.  

 

This technique allows rapid movement through the gears but depends on correctly choosing the cor-

rect gear for the road speed and accurately coun�ng the gears. If you select a too low a gear, 

there is a risk of locking the rear wheel and causing a skid. 
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As speed is lost during braking, work down through each gear, engaging the next lower gear as its 

op!mum range is entered. 

 

At each stage, accurately match the engine speed and gear to the road speed. This promotes 

smoothness and avoids locking the rear wheel. With this technique, engine braking helps to slow 

the machine. The appropriate gear for the speed is engaged throughout and, because the drive is 

engaged except during changes, the bike remains stable. You also have the op!on of immediate 

power if needed. 

 

You should be able to use both techniques but whichever you use, it must be properly incorporated 

into your planning. 

 

 

Releasing the thro!le – engine braking 

 

When you release the thro�le, the engine slows and through engine compression exerts a slowing 

force on the wheels. This causes the engine to act as a brake, reducing road speed smoothly and 

gradually with li�le wear to the machine.  

 

The loss of road speed is greater when you ease off the thro�le in a low gear. 

 

Engine braking allows you to lose speed in condi"ons where normal braking might lock the wheels. It 

is also useful on long descents in hilly country. 

 

Engine braking operates only on the rear wheel, but it is an effec"ve way of losing speed. Remember 

when you use engine braking that this gives no brake light signal to the following traffic. 

 

In normal riding, engine braking can only be used to produce gradual varia!ons in speed. 

Del Bri�on 

NO WHAM 
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Now that I’ve been able to research this item properly, full credit for it’s original (yes original) produc!on, 

goes to the veritable John Nixon.  To spare his blushes I won’t reveal the year, yet John ran a successful 

marke!ng business (before selling it all off and re!ring to his country-pile) back in the day and one of it’s 

UK clients was no less than Gulf Oil. 

The impetus behind ge#ng together this publica!on to provide some accessible ‘advanced’ riding !ps 

and commentary was unfortunately, as most things can be, born out of tragedy in that someone close to 

the commissioning party lost someone in a motorcycle incident. 

Addi!onal local interest abounds in that Martyn Hillier and colleagues provided input, scenarios and loca-

!ons to bring the ‘story’ to life. 

In a nutshell that’s the history however I’m sure whilst John is a shy re!ring type he will be able to speak 

further on the ma$er should you ask at a Na$er nite near you soon... 
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